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What Can I Do? hoW Does It help My BranD? CoMpleteD? (y/n)

regularly check the rss feeds 
you have selected to keep you 
informed about your area of 
brand expertise. also be on 
constant lookout for new feeds 
to add.

rss feeds are the simplest and best way to 
stay current with the constantly changing 
flow of information about your area of brand 
expertise. remember, information is power!

stay informed about current 
events by reading a newspa-
per, listening to a radio news 
broadcast, and/or watch-
ing a major television news 
broadcast. 

Keeping up with general current events 
allows you to learn about larger trends, 
ideas, and happenings that may have direct 
or indirect relevance to your specific brand 
niche. you will also learn about what’s going 
on in the broader economy to understand 
what obstacles are being faced and how your 
brand can help solve these obstacles. also 
as an informed person you will be a more 
interesting conversationalist and have more 
success at networking.

read your aspiration notes 
that you have left around your 
home, vehicle, and workplace. 
Don’t skip any of them or 
simply glance—actually read 
them.

Without daily attention, your aspiration 
reminder notes will simply become another 
piece of background clutter you ignore 
as you focus all your energies on fulfill-
ing short-term minor goals. Force yourself 
to read each note every day, and take a 
little time to think about what your aspira-
tion means. this will keep it fresh in your 
thoughts and make the notes worthwhile.

 

Fresh passion daily action plan
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review your daily focus list of 
goals, objectives, tasks, and 
responsibilities that must be 
met to keep you on the path 
toward your aspiration.

Maintaining and following a daily checklist 
keeps your mind sharp and your aspiration 
at the front of your thoughts. It is all too 
easy to have a “down day”; this will help 
you avoid having one!

hear your 30-second super 
Bowl commercial out loud—
either affirm it to yourself or 
actually use it in the field.

you need to constantly hear your com-
mercial to make sure you can deliver it with 
natural ease and that the contents remain 
fresh and aligned with your aspirations and 
your capabilities. If you don’t have an oppor-
tunity to sell your brand to anyone, try sell-
ing it to yourself—it’s good practice!

take a step “outside the zone” 
and do something good for 
yourself or a friend, family 
member, or colleague.

spending a few minutes a day treating your-
self or someone close to you right will boost 
your self-esteem and confidence, which in 
turn will fuel your vigor. surprise a co-worker 
with a healthy treat, or carve out time in the 
day to read a chapter of a favorite novel.

anticipate negative events for 
that day and develop an arse-
nal of responses.

your arsenal should be a set of constantly 
expanding processes and tools you can draw 
upon when you encounter a problem. Daily 
anticipation will quickly build an impressive 
What If arsenal of effective strategies to 
combat negativity.


